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*By: Hayley Bronner

Since September 1, 2020, Austrian survivors of Nazi persecution and their descendants have been able to gain Austrian citizenship,
allowing Austria to join a handful of other European countries in inviting back the Jewish communities that they once mistreated. Austria
was once home to thriving Jewish communities, but now only contains a fraction of its former Jewish population. In January of 1938, two
months before Nazi Germany invaded Austria,[1] there were approximately 190,000 Jews in Austria’s Jewish communities.[2] Only about
120,000 of these Austrian Jews survived the Holocaust,[3] and by December of 1945, eight months after Nazi Germany surrendered to the
Allied Forces,[4] there were only about four thousand Jews in Austria.[5] Today, between nine thousand and fifteen thousand Jews reside
there.[6]
In early fall of 2019, the Parliament of the Republic of Austria adopted an amendment to the Austrian Nationality Act.[7] The amendment
allows former Austrian citizens and their descendants, who had been “forced to leave Austria before May 15, 1955, because they [feared]

or even suffered persecution by the [National Socialist German Worker’s Party] or other authorities of the so-called ‘Third Reich’ or [those
who feared] or suffered persecution because of defending the democratic Republic of Austria” to apply for Austrian citizenship.[8]
“Descendants” are those in the direct line of the persecuted person, including children who had been adopted as minors. [9] Austria
adopted the amendment “in recognition of its historical responsibility and as a further gesture in its efforts to achieve reconciliation with
the victims of National Socialism and their descendants.”[10]There is no exam required to gain citizenship, and there is no deadline by
which people must apply.
With rising antisemitism across Europe,[11] as well as Austria’s perceived reluctance to take responsibility for its role in the murder of six
million Jews,[12] the timing of this amendment, which is coming into effect seventy-five years after the liberation of the Nazi
concentration camps, seems unusual. For one, Austria did not formally admit its role in the Holocaust nor its citizens’ support of Nazi
Germany for forty-five years.[13] Thus, the invitation to Jews is somewhat surprising. Just days before the law was to go into effect, there
was a violent anti-Semitic attack against the leader of the Jewish community of Graz,[14] which only has 150 Jewish residents. If the
prediction of a Jewish influx to Austria comes to fruition,[15] there is concern that incidents like this may only become more common.
A number of countries reported a higher number of incidents of antisemitism in 2019 than in previous years,[16] with Austria itself citing
a ten percent increase. [17] As such, it is hard to see how this new citizenship law may assist in reducing antisemitism. After the recent
attack in Graz, the Austrian Chancellery decided that more must be done to address this global issue.[18] After a meeting with Elie Rosen,
the Jewish community leader who had been attacked,[19] Chancellery Minister Karoline Edtstadler announced that a new staff unit will be
formed in the Federal Chancellery in 2021 to combat antisemitism, along with a new reporting system to better communicate and
document such incidents.[20] However, initiatives like these may not be enough to gain control of rising antisemitism because a sudden
growth in the Jewish population of Austria may lead to increased hatred against new citizens who Austrians may see as intruding.
Although this law is new for Austria, the concept is not novel. Germany, Spain, and Portugal have similar laws to accommodate survivors
of persecution and their descendants, although Spain and Portugal’s laws reach back much farther than the twentieth century. Under
Article 116 of the German Constitution, those who had their citizenship revoked between January 30, 1933, and May 8, 1945, for political,
racist, or religious reasons may obtain citizenship, including descendants whose ancestors were stripped of German citizenship.[21]
However, descendants cannot claim citizenship if their ancestor’s citizenship was lost upon application for citizenship in another country.
[22] Dual citizenship is permissible under this law, but typically Germany only allows it in certain other circumstances.[23] Still, obtaining
citizenship has additional obstacles, such as a demonstration of “basic German language skills and basic knowledge of the legal and social
order and the prevailing living standards in Germany.”[24] This is less stringent than the requirements of other groups who seek German
citizenship,[25] yet more rigorous than Austria’s requirements, and many people have been frustrated with Germany’s reluctance to
expand the law and express compassion when reviewing the familial histories of applicants to allow for more people to be accepted in
cases where their ancestors were undoubtedly persecuted.[26]
In 2015, Spain decided to correct its “historical mistake” of expelling Jews in 1492 by passing a law that opened opportunities for those
with Sephardic heritage to apply for citizenship.[27] Spain set a deadline of three years to apply, and this was extended by a year to
October of 2019. Those who applied did not need to be practicing Judaism, but the process was still “long, complicated and expensive”
because applicants needed to take “tests in Spanish language and culture,” as well as “prove their Sephardic heritage, establish or prove a
special connection with Spain, and then pay a designated notary to certify their documents” personally in Spain.[28] Spain received many
applications,[29] but it was still difficult to prove ancestry dating back over six hundred years and to prove a personal connection when
one was not already spending significant time in Spain. Although the law allowed genealogical evidence or evidence of a connection to a
Sephardic community to prove heritage,[30] traditions and knowledge are often lost over time. Of course, the Spanish language and
culture knowledge requirements presented an obstacle for citizenship, making the process difficult,[31] but this path to citizenship is no
longer available if preliminary documents were not submitted before October of 2019.[32] While many Jews were able to and still are
gaining Spanish citizenship, future generations will not have this opportunity, unlike the descendants of Austrian Jews.
Portugal enacted a similar law to Spain’s in 2015, but with a less demanding process. Those with Portuguese Sephardic heritage whose
ancestors were persecuted between 1496 and 1821 can seek citizenship under the law.[33] While still an expensive process,[34] Sephardic

Portuguese origin may be proven by “surname, language, genealogy or family memory,”[35] and no personal connection is necessary.
There are no exams, deadlines, or other requirements beyond sufficient proof of ancestry, at least for now,[36] making Portugal’s law most
closely align with that of Austria. Both Spain and Portugal allow for dual citizenship under the laws, as both typically do for other citizens,
with some exceptions in Spain.[37]
Unfortunately, the Portuguese law lead to heightened antisemitism in the country due to reasons that may consequently arise in Austria,
especially considering the current state of antisemitism. It is estimated that since 2015, between three thousand and four thousand Jews
moved to Portugal when previously there were merely six hundred.[38] Recent attempts by Portugal’s ruling party to limit the availability
of citizenship under this law led to increased antisemitism, particularly on the Internet.[39] Jews have already applied for and received
Austrian citizenship under the law,[40] even though it only came into effect quite recently. Given the state of antisemitism in the world, as
well as the example of Portugal’s similarly inviting law, it is inevitable that many worry about the impact of Austria’s law on the country’s
antisemitism issues, but there is no better solution concerning the law because survivors of Nazi persecution and their descendants deserve
the opportunity to seamlessly regain an identity that was taken from them.
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